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The NetFlow Generator is a tool for simulation of NetFlow v5 data in virtual networks. It is possible to simulate the behavior of
a NetFlow-enabled switch as a sender of NetFlow packets. The generated packets can then be used for simulation, correlation,
and statistical purposes. The tool is capable of simulating traffic patterns, generating up to 1,000,000 NetFlow packets per
second, and has an event data stream output mode. This tool is specifically designed for customers that cannot receive or
generate NetFlow data (without hardware changes). The NetFlow Generator supports NetFlow v5. It is based on the Paessler
MS NetMonitor library, which is freely available for download from the Paessler website. Features: NetFlow v5 (default)
Configure packet count, packet size, and packet rate Unlimited packets per second Realistic packet distribution based on the
selected pattern Output event data stream as XML file or as ICMP request and response (default) Update NetFlow counters in
real time Export / Import of NetFlow data into the Paessler MS NetMonitor Generate NetFlow UDP traffic using various PING
or NTP/RTP patterns Export pattern to file Generate NetFlow data for each port on the target computer Interrupts Netflow
Interrupts Netflow is a visual tool that displays the statistics on NetFlow events as you are receiving them, from a network or
server. Network Clients: download the Interrupts Netflow (Windows only). The NT Flow is a Windows Server that can be
installed on a router or other device and logs the NetFlow traffic. This package provides a Windows Service for a Windows
Server and can be used to generate NetFlow data, edit NetFlow records or extract NetFlow data. Intruder is a web based
application for security and network management. Its main purpose is to collect logs from many sources, aggregate them and
graph them. A second function is to provide a web portal for viewing and analyzing the security and network logs. With
Intruder, the security and network administrators can easily monitor the activity on the network in real time. And the business
users can quickly find what they are looking for in their own network. It can view, record and decode NetFlow packets. With
netflowview you can use NetFlow Viewer to view the flow records. It includes three different methods: view network-wide or
session-wide flow statistics by performing a flow match
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The KeyMACRO is used to validate the MAC addresses that are sent to the target. You can use the different KeyMacros to
validate the MAC addresses of your own network or even of unknown computers. For example: Create a new keymacro with
the name "12345" and send a packet with a MAC address of the address with value "12345". Kismet is a wireless network
detector, sniffer and analyzer. It will work in the SOHO wireless band. It scans all the channels and detects the wireless
networks in the area it is running in. It reports all the detected wireless networks including information such as signal strength,
BSSID, SSID, channel, BSS type, channel number and many more. You can manually trigger the scan to be able to see what the
wireless networks are and which are using which channels. You can also specify what channels you want to sniff. The scan
results are shown in a table, where you can see information about the detected wireless networks, such as SSID, channel, signal
strength, BSSID, SSID, channel number, and more. You can also filter out the networks that you do not want to see in the scan
results. Kismet allows the user to add or remove different channel numbers from the scan results. You can also add your own
SSID or perform a manual scan. You can also add a specific set of BSSIDs or a set of channels to the scan. For advanced users
the results table can be sorted and filtered by different column entries. For a more complete documentation see: Kismet
Documentation. Kismet is a wireless network detector, sniffer and analyzer. It will work in the SOHO wireless band. It scans all
the channels and detects the wireless networks in the area it is running in. It reports all the detected wireless networks including
information such as signal strength, BSSID, SSID, channel, BSS type, channel number and many more. You can manually
trigger the scan to be able to see what the wireless networks are and which are using which channels. You can also specify what
channels you want to sniff. The scan results are shown in a table, where you can see information about the detected wireless
networks, such as SSID, channel, signal strength, BSSID, SSID, channel number, and more. You can also filter out the networks
that you do not want to see in the scan results. Kismet allows 77a5ca646e
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- Type: User Interface - Used to visually check the NetFlow output. Can be customized to match the NetFlow data. - Displays: -
Simulation data is displayed on the left side. - Sample data is displayed on the right side. - Each Simulated flow is shown below
the actual data. - Columns: - Committed Bytes, Committed Bytes/Sec, Committed Bytes/Sample, Committed Bytes/Event,
Committed Bytes/Log, Committed Bytes/Event, Dropped Bytes, Dropped Bytes/Sec, Dropped Bytes/Sample, Dropped
Bytes/Event, Dropped Bytes/Log, Dropped Bytes/Event, Generated Bytes, Generated Bytes/Sec, Generated Bytes/Sample,
Generated Bytes/Event, Generated Bytes/Log, Generated Bytes/Event, Metered Bytes, Metered Bytes/Sec, Metered
Bytes/Sample, Metered Bytes/Event, Metered Bytes/Log, Metered Bytes/Event, Record Sizes, Record Sizes/Sec, Record
Sizes/Sample, Record Sizes/Event, Record Sizes/Log, Record Sizes/Event, Packet Size, Packet Size/Sec, Packet Size/Sample,
Packet Size/Event, Packet Size/Log, Packet Size/Event, Received, Received/Sec, Received/Sample, Received/Event,
Received/Log, Received/Event, Src IP/Port, Src IP/Port/Error, Src IP/Port/TCP, Src IP/Port/UDP, Src IP/Port/ICMP, Src
IP/Port/Other, Src IP/Port/Unknown, Src IP/Port/Pcap, Src IP/Port/ARP, Src IP/Port/ICMPv6, Src IP/Port/IGMP, Src
IP/Port/IPv6, Src IP/Port/Other, Src IP/Port/Unknown, Src IP/Port/Unnumbered, Src IP/Port/UDP, Src IP/Port/TCP, Src
IP/Port/UDP, Src IP/Port/ICMP, Src IP/Port/Unknown, Src IP/Port/Ethernet, Src IP/Port/

What's New in the?

The NetFlow Generator creates artificial NetFlow Version 5 data streams without the need for NetFlow compatible hardware. It
is a perfect tool to test the NetFlow functionality of PRTG or other NetFlow compatible programs. NetFlow Generator runs on
a PC and sends NetFlow 5 Packets (via UDP) to a specific target computer which processes the data. You can create various
patterns and loads of traffic. While the simulator is active it will create NetFlow packets which contain information about the
selected traffic pattern. These packets contain the same information as a router/switch would send if it saw the simulated traffic
pattern (the simulated traffic itself is not generated). This is a Perl script for the Netflow Generator. It was written by
RaFAKOV Usage: This program has to be executed like a Perl Script. Before executing the script, type the following
parameters into the command line (depending on your setup): UDP port to use (Default = 68, possible values = 1 to 65535)
UDP IP source address (Default = 192.168.0.1, possible values = 0 to 255) UDP IP destination address (Default = 192.168.0.2,
possible values = 0 to 255) Number of packets per second (Default = 10, possible values = 1 to 100) Number of seconds to
generate the traffic (Default = 10, possible values = 1 to 100) Number of seconds to wait before restarting the script (Default =
0, possible values = 1 to 100) Generate 1.1.1.1/255.255.255.0-* UP / DOWN (Drop-Till-Drop) traffic: Generate
1.1.1.1/255.255.255.0-* UP traffic: Generate 1.1.1.1/255.255.255.0-* DOWN traffic: Save the generated files somewhere and
execute the Netflow Generator script from there. If you like the script and want to thank me, consider a contribution in the form
of donations or donations via PayPal. You can also support me via Bitcoin by using the address:
1CuYrnxG3h1Lhp6Wuei9bK8hGu5ZR8uR While the simulator is active it will create NetFlow packets which contain
information about the selected traffic pattern. These packets contain the same information as a router/switch would send if it
saw the simulated traffic pattern (the simulated traffic itself is not generated). This script allows to generate a given number of
traffic patterns within a range. This script allows to generate a given number of traffic patterns and random patterns within a
range. It can be used to test the ability of Netflow to detect a given traffic pattern and to get information from a NetFlow
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System Requirements For Paessler NetFlow Generator:

PC/Linux: OS: Microsoft Windows XP SP2, Vista, Windows 7, Mac OS X 10.6.8. Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD Athlon
X2 64 3.06 GHz or better, 2 GB RAM (minimum) Graphics: Video Card with at least DirectX 9.0, Pixel Shader 3.0 capable,
1024x768 resolution, and 256 MB or more memory Input: Keyboard, mouse Hard Drive: 700 MB free space on C drive Sound
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